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geqent sti<j~ss in taphonomy and paleoecology have emphasized the impm'ance
of recognizing information loss in maJang accurate paleoecological reconstruc-
tions. This is a major consideration in understanding the ecology of extinct
vertebrates, especially when supplemental data is lacking to aid in determining
preferred habitat or plants used as food by herbivores. Without this additioruxl
information only broad generalizations can be made. Any situation that minimizes
or at kast reduces this information loss rnahs a major contribution to our
understanding of the autecology of an extinct species and becomes the startdard
against which interpretations of future discoveries can be compared.

Biological material that nobly decomposes and normally is absent from the fossil
record is commonly preserved in a variety of late Pkistocene and early Holocene
deposits. These include dry caves in arid environments, pernuPost, asphalt
deposits, and peat bogs. Themode of preservation is differentin each andincludes
desiccation, freezing and anaerobic conditions, all of which can contnbute to the
preservation of pfant remains and invertebrates such as insects along with ver-
tebrates. Because of the unusual conditions required by each of these deposits they
are uncommon in many parts of the world and limited in distnbution. The
invention of SCUBA and the development of underwater excavation tecl~pues
have now made accessible additional sites in which arum~hie conditions have
preserved botanical and other normally penshabk biological materuzlsin ad>&n
to vertebrate remains. i@arm Mineral Springs, Ro~ is such a site. Two extinct
Pleistocene species, Megalonyx jeffersonii and Snilodon fatalis along with as-
sociated microvertebrates,invertebrates, macrobotarucal remains and polkn, have
been recovered. The associated botanical material rnakespossible a betterunder-
standing of the environment inhabited by Megalonyx. As more submegmf sites
are excavated, recovery of addi''ic~ extinct vertebrates with associated plant
remains and other biological materials not norrrudlIy preserved will provkk an
e'i~znded understanding of the ecology of many extirict species, and perhaps, in
turn, their extinction.,
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INTRODUCTION

No matter how great the diversity of species or number of individuals preserved in a
locality, its contribution to our knowledge of earth history, both in paleontology and archaeol-
ogy is ultimately judged by the quality of the material's preservation. Often in paleontology,
a site becomes weil known simply because of the high quality or uniqueness of the fossil's
preservation. Sheer numbers or diversity of specimens is useless unless the quality of preser-
vation is sunicient to permit identification and study. The better the quality of preservation,
the greater the amount of information obtained froin the specimens.

In paleontology, those sites that preserve tissues or biota not usually seen in the fossil
record are referred to as "Konservatt Lagerstatten"  Seilacher, 1970!. These are areas that
yield unusual amounts of paleontological information because of the incomplete decay of
protein in organic remains. Such sites are represented throughout geological time and include
such famous localities as the Burgess Shale in the Cambrian, Mazon Creek in the Pennsyl-
vanian, Solnhofen in the Jurassic, and nuinerous others. Traditionally the tenn has been
applied only to marine or aquatic sites that contain remains of soft-bodied organisms not
usually preserved. Because of the extraordinary quality of preservation, these sites provide
more detailed information on the paleoecology of a particular time period or region than is
available from contemporaneous sites with less well-preserved specimens. Such rare preser-
vational sites often provide the only evidence indicative of the true biotic diversity of an ancient
environment. In a broader sense any site preserving biological diversity approximating that
occurring at the time of deposition is a Lagestatte. [Because the term applies only to com-
munity reconstructions it cannot be applied to finds of single individuals that are unusually
well preserved, although these unique individuals do make major contributions to our under-
standing of a species.]

Taphonomy is a relatively new subdiscipline of both paleontology and archeology. ~
transition of organic remains from the biosphere to the lithosphere commonly results in the
destruction of all or part of the original organism or community. Loss of soft tissues or species
lacking hard parts are cominon examples. Taphonomic studies aid in the identification of
biases and information loss or alteration that occurs during this transition. A revised de6ni-
tion proposed by Behrensmeyer and Kidwell �985! is that taphonomy is the "study of processes
of preservation and how they affect information iii the fossil record." In this regard a
taphonornic study is not aii end unto itself but a tool that perinits the recognition and resolution
of particular paleoecological problems. As noted in the above definition, one aspect of a
taphonomic study is the nature of the material's preservation, whether faunal, floral, or
cultural. Knowledge of the environmental conditions that permitted their preservation,
including the recognition of the types of material preserved and of those that can be potentially
lost in a given environment, can contribute to our understanding of ancient ecosystems.

Biological materials are composed of a wide variety of organic and inorganic molecules
and crystals. Because of this diversity of chemical composition, conditions that permit or
contribute to the preservation of one kind of substance may be detrimental to the preservation
of others. Hence, a certain amount of itifoimation is usually lost from a site. "Hard" tissues
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such as bone and shell are more corrunonly preserved, while "softer" tissues lacking a mineral
constituent, quickly decompose. Bone is a composite material formed by crystals of the
mineral hydroxyapatite  hydrated calcium phosphate! in an organic matrix of collagen, but it
is its inineral components that contribute to its preservation. Insect chitin in contrast is a
polysaccharide formed by chains of sugar rnOlecule. Mollusc shells are formed by crystals of
calcium carbonate in the form of aragonite. Wood and pollen have an entirely different
composition of carbon compounds such as cellulose and lignin. Where a low pH dissolves
shells, pollen is unaffected, but an environment that permits the oxidation of pollen does not
affect shells. Animal dung, a prime source for identification af food resource utilization, can
contain either plant fibers or bone, depending on the species that produced it. It is a rare site
that permits the preservation of all or even a majority of the different biological compounds
that can occur in a particular environment.

With regard to Pleistocene and Holocene terrestrial environments, there are a number
of different types of localities with the necessary conditions to preserve a wide variety of
biological materials. Some reflect specific environmental conditions and are thus restricted
iu distribution. The dry caves of the southwestern United States are one example of these.
Preservation of normally perishable inaterial is possible because of the lack of moisture to
support bacterial activity. Me permafrost regions of Alaska and Siberia are another such
etivironment. In both cases soft tissues reinain preserved only as long as a specific set of
environmental conditions exist: aridity in the first example, freezing in the latter. Asphalt
deposits such as Rancho La Brea in California are inore sporadic in occurrence but are not
limited by a specific envirorunental parameter  aridity or cold!, but rather by the distribution
of oil deposits that can seep to the surface. Peat deposits reflect a combination of the above
in that peat will accumulate only under certain environmental conditions but, like asphal t, can
continue to exist after it is formed and continue to preserve the enclosed specimens even after
the original surrounding environment changes. In addition to the above types of localities
known to preserve a wide variety of biological materials can be added submerged sites with
anaerobic conditions, such as Warm Mineral Springs.

CONDITIONS AFFKCTING PRESERVATION

As noted by Behrensmeyer and Kidwell �985!, preservation is strongly affected by
predeath circumstances such as habitat: terrestrial vs. aquatic, marine vs, iionmarine, etc.
Quality of preservation is therefore determined by a combination of local environmental
parameters and those characteristic of the site of preservation. In a terrestrial environment
the unique preservational conditions provided by a site such as Warm Mineral Springs will
most likely not represent the habitat in which the majority of the preserved flora and fauna
lived. In this case transport into the site and related informational biases  Voorhies, 1969a!
affecting the paleoecological interpretation must be taken into account just as at any other site.

Each site therefore contains specimens that represent "primary" and "secondary"
preservation. Primary preservation refers to specimens initially deposited in the "stabilizing"
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conditions of the site, whereas in cases of secondary preservation, the specimen has already
passed through some stages of decomposition prior to its transport into the stabilizing
environment. Recognition of this factor permits a better evaluation of the differences between
the environment of preservation and the environinent inhabited by the preserved flora and
fauna. Depending on the rate of accumulation at the site, the preserved flora and fauna can
show temporal changes in local ecology or may only represent a geological instant. 'A}e
difference between catastrophic vs. attritional accumulations have been considered in other
contexts  Voorhies, 1969b!.

QUALITY OF PRESERVATION AND SOURCES OF
ECOLOGKAL INFORMATION

Many of the questions regarding the ecology of an extinct species are exactly the same
as those investigated in an extant one. A schematic of the types of information that might be
determined about the autecology- the study of an individual organism or species - for an extinct
species such as the ground sloth, Megalonyxjejfersonii, is presented in Figure 1. Some of the
information shown also has the potential of providing details regarding the synecology - the
study of groups of organisms that are associated together as a group, also known as community
ecology. Most paleoecological studies have dealt with the interpretation of conununities
 Behrensmeyer, 1975; Voorhies, 1969! and are synecological in nature. For the purposes of
this paper the emphasis is placed on what can be learned about the ecology of a single species,
such as Megalonyr jeff ersoru

Although the questions regarding the ecology of an extant and extinct species are the
same, the sources for attempting to answer those questions are quite different. Because the,
ecology of an extinct species cannot be directly observed, it must be inferred. The degree of
accuracy of the inference is directly dependent on the information sources, the quality of which
in turn is dependent on the quality of their preservation.

Some of the factors that affect preservation and need to be taken into consideration
are pH, Eh  dissolved oxygen, which affects oxidation and reduction reactions!, temperature,
humidity, and chemical environment, such as types of minerals in solution. In an aquatic
situation this last factor is in turn dependent on water temperature, pH and Eh.

Before the contributions of submerged sites to our understanding of paleoecology can
be evaluated we first need to determine the questions to be asked, types of information needed,
and how differences in preservation will affect those information sources. I have roughly
divided the primary sources of information for interpreting the paleoecology of an extiiwt
species into five broad categories. Each of these categories could be subdivided and defmed
on a finer scale but as utilized here generally reflect the influence of a site's preservational
factors.
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Traditionally the skeleton of the animal has been the primary information source for
interpreting its ecology. Analysis of the skeleton in the sense of understanding its functional
anatomy or biomechanics still serves as the starting point for any analysis. Information gained
from studying the teeth and limbs provide at a gross level some indication of the animal's
trophic level, such as whether it's a carnivore or herbivore. Other iinportant basic information
potentially derived from the skeleton include age and sex. The skeleton also provides an
indication of the species size, an important source of information, because size controls many
aspects of a species' ecology  Peters, 1987!. Quality of preservation is represented in two ways.
The degree of completeness of the skeleton is important. Anything ranging from a single bone
to a complete articulated skeleton can be used to identify the animal as a member of the fauna;
however, the more parts of the skeleton preserved, the greater the nuinber of details available
regarding its functional anatotny and physical characteristics. Bone pathologies, whether due
to trauma or disease, also provide insight into the ecology of the animal. There is also the
possibility of finding the skeletons of groups of individuals that died simultaneously  Finch, et
al., 1972!. In this latter situation sotne details of the social structure of the species can be
determined, especially when combined with recognition of age and sex. Another rare situation
in which additional ecological information can be gained from the skeleton is the preservation
of a pregnant female, thus mdicating the number and size of young.

The second aspect of the quality of preservation is that of the bone itself, Besides the
gross anatomy of the skeleton, the chemistry of bone can contribute to a refining of our
understanding of an extinct species' ecology. Bone is subject to various types of degradation
 Hare, 1980!, which can result in the destruction of the whole bone or merely loss of amino
acids or minerals. Besides leaching prior to preservation, information can be lost during the
preservation process itself, because perminerahzatian, which helps preserve bone, also alters
the abundance of trace elements. Therefore the environment of preservation must leave the
bone unaltered for the purposes of this level of analysis. Recent work on trace element analysis
of bone  Parker and Toots, 1980; Toots and Voorhies, 1965! suggests that bone that has not
undergone any alteration of its original mineral content can be utilized in reconstructing the
paleoecology of an extinct species. Amino acid ratios in the collagen of unaltered bone have
been used to determine core body temperature of extinct species  Ho, 1967!. Knowledge of
body temperature in turn provides insight into aspects of a species' paleoecology affecting its
distribution  McNab, 1985!. As in the case of preserved soft tissues or dung, unaltered bone
only occurs under restricted circumstances such as peat bogs, dry caves, asphalt deposits, and
anaerobic water such as that at Warm Mineral Springs.

The second category requires more than just the preservation of the skeleton. Here
paleoecological information is derived from the preservation of soft tissues and dung. Soft
tissue, such as skin and hair, or other clues to the animal's external appearance can provide
important information with regard to the environment in which the species lived. The long
hair of the woo11y mammoth, Marnmuthus primigenias, is a classical example. Dung, when
associated with a particular species, is an important source of iiiformation as to the food
resources utilized by that species  Hansen, 1978!. Preserved dung may also preserve the
remains of parasites  Ringuelet, 1957! or insects  Waage, 1976! and thus reveal other aspects
of the species' ecology. Besides dung, preserved plant material useful in identifying plants
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utilized as food can be preserved as "tooth jam" compacted boluses of vegetation formed when
plant material becomes trapped in the fossettes of an herbivore's tooth during chewing
 Akersten, et al., 1988!.

The third source of information useful in determining the paleoecologr of an extinct
species consists of the fauna and flora with which it is found. This is a more indirect line of
evidence because it utilizes what is known about the ecology of the associated plants and
animals to aid in defining the ecological parameters of the species being studied. Many extinct
late Pleistocene megafauna are found associated with extant species of plants and animals.
The known environmental parameters of living species can then be used to extrapolate
environmental parameters of the extinct species. The associated fauna and flora provide two
types of information. First, they can aid in identifying the potential direct interaction between
the species in question and possible predators, or herbivores that could compete for food
resources. In this regard it is to some extent synecological because it also helps define how
the species fits into that particular ecological community. Second, although there inay be no
direct interaction with associated vertebrates, invertebrates, and plants, all of these can provide
important information on environmental conditions that existed in the area at the time the
animal was alive. Therefore, the wider the variety of biological materials preserved, the
greater the amoimt of information that can be derived from the associated fauna and Gory
Recent work by Morgan �987! has shown that when conditions permit the preservation of
insects, some forms, specifically beetles, can make major contributions to our understanding
of local paleoenvironments. The role of anoxic conditions in the preservation of proteinaceous
materials of invertebrates has been discussed by Allison �988!.

The strength of the degree of association and all the inherent biases that have been
observed in recent taphonomic studies of faunas are iinportant considerations in utilizing this
information. As with the other sources, the information derived from a single site will not
usually be sufficient to completely interpret the species' ecology, but when utilized with
information derived from other localities, the combined data can be used to determine
patterns characteristic of the species being studied.

The next category for interpreting the paleoecology of an extinct species is the most
theoretical in nature and is based on extrapolating patterns seen in modern species to fossil
ones. This is commorily utilized in circumstances when the species in question have no close
living relatives, such as dinosaurs, or, in the case of the extinct ground sloths, when their closest
living relatives, i.e., tree sloths, are quite dissimilar and cannot be used as a modern analog,
Rather than actually saying what the animal did, this approach provides a reasonable model
of what the animal was capable of doing, based on our knowledge of patterns derived froin
observing a wide range of living unrelated species. More important, this approach can show
what is beyond a reasonable interpretation of the animal's capability and aid in defining the
liinits by which a reasonable interpretation of its paleoecology can be made. One example is
an animal's size. Based on studies of modern species it is known that size is a major factor
affecting a species' ecology  Peters, 1987! independent of the species' systematic position.
Therefore, if size or body weight can be determined for an extinct species, certain limiting
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factors such as food requirements, life span, home range size and physiological tolerances
associated with size can be inferred.

A final source of ecological information is the geological context in which the remains
are preserved. Sediment types, conditions of deposition, and other associated information can
provide insight into the surrounding environment. This information has commonly been used
in taphonornic studies of sites and has been an area of active research  Behrensmeyer and
Kidwell, 1985 and references cited there!.

As already mentioned, no single site can possibly provide all the evidence necessary to
interpret an extinct species' ecology. Only the combined information from numerous sites can
provide the insight into determining many aspects of an extinct species' ecological require-
ments. Although we may pose many questions regarding the ecology of an extinct species it
is necessary to remember that even for many living species, which can be directly observed,
many of these questions have yet to be answered.

The quality of interpretation of an extinct species' paleoecology is directly dependent
on the availability of the various potential sources of information, and these in turn depend on
the quality of their preservation. Differences in the mode of preservation of the variety of
fauna and flora associated with the species in question will dictate the quality of information
gleaned frotn each site.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to actually integrate all of the available inforntation
regarding Megalonyxjeff ersonii and provide an outline of the state of knowledge regarding its
paleoecology. Rather, the emphasis is to identify the potential contributions that submerged
sites with exceptional preservation such as Warm Mineral Springs can make to our under-
standing of extinct species, and, when possible, utilize Megalonyx as an example.

WARM MINERAL SPRINGS

Warm Mineral Springs is a sinkhole in the Tampa Limestone  Miocene! formed by the
collapse of the cavern roof  Rosenau et aL, 1977!. The Tampa Limestone is not homogeneous
but consists of interbedded marine sands, clays, marls and sandy limestone. Differential
erosion of these sedintents has resulted in ledges and overhangs projecting from the sides of
the sinkhole. One prominent ledge at 13 m has accumulated large atnounts of organic debris,
including vertebrates, invertebrates, floral, and cultural material  Clausen, et al., 1975; Cock-
rell and Murphy, 1978; Cockrell, 1987, 1988!. Maximum constriction of the sinkhole occurs
at 30 m and gives it a distinctive hour-glass shape. The floor of the sinkhole is approximately
70 m below ground surface. Extending upward from the bottom of the sinkhole is a debris
cone formed by the accumulation of both inorganic and organic sediments. Top of the debris
cone is at a depth of about 38 m. Like the 13 m ledge, the debris cone is a major site of
accumulation of faunal, floral, and cultural materials. However, because of the vertical
distance that separates the two areas, their tnode ofaccumulation is different and they preserve
different aspects of the spring's history and that of the surrounding environment.
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%hter in the spring is primarily derived from the Floridan Aquifer 1,000 m below
present land surface and secondarily mixes with cold water springs entering the springs at
higher levels  Cockrell, 1986!. Initially the water is 33 C but the later mixing of the water
from these sources results in an average water temperature of 30.5 C at the surface. %hter
entering the springs at the lowest level is anaerobic and dissolved oxygen is present only in the
upper 7 tn of the springs. We water is brackish with a chlorinityof 9.05~ 2 parts per thousand.
Minerals are commonly precipitated in the form of a calcite tufa that encrusts rocks and
exposed bones. In addition to the high mineral concentration  Table 1!, the water is highly
charged with hydrogen sulfide. Ihe high sulfur content contributes to the growth of sulfur
bacteria and blue-green filamentous algae in the upper parts of the water column where light
penetrates  little and Molyneaux, no date!.

Ihtxte 1. Dlaaelved Mussais in l%atcr at Wana Mineral Springs. Analysts made by United
Staten Gealogkal Survey ia 1972 at dlscharle point uf spring, ttvxm Rosenau et aL 1977.

'tbtal Dissolved Solids

Chloride

Catium

Magncsiuxn
Sodium

Potanuum

Bicarbcmate  HCO3!
Sulfate  SO%!
Clxloride

Fluoride

Si02

Tbtal Calcium Hardness

Alkalinity as CaCO3
pH
Dissolved Oxygen
Total Organic Carbon
Anunoaia NH4 as N

'tbtal phosphorus
Strontium

Chromium Cr

Copper Cu
Zxnc Zn

Iron Fc

Maxxgaxxesc Mn

18,000 ppxu

9~ mg/1

500 mg/l

580 mg/l

5,200 mg/l
150 mg/l

160 mg/l
1,700 mg/l

9~ mg/l

1.9 mg/1

16 mg/l
3/00 mg/l

130 mg/l

73

1 xng/l
3 mg/l

38 mg/l
.01 mg/l

31,000 micrograms/l
10 xuicrograms/l

66 micrograms/l
20 micrograms/l
20 micrograms/l

40 micrograms/I
20 micrograms/I
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F] ridan Aquif«and water table of peninsular Florida is intimately tied to sea
level. Pleistocene sea level was inversely related to g]acig growth or dec]ine, with g]acia]
expansion resulting in a lower sea level and glacia] melt raising sea ]evel. Although Warm
Minera1 Springs is currently close to the Florida Gu]f Coast during the Pleistocene it would
have been an inland site. However, the porosity of the under]ying ]iinestone permits chaages
ia sea level to affect the spring's water level, Research by Brooks  ]973! indicates that during
glacial maximum F]orida would have been more arid than at present with fewer areas of surface
water. Hence sinkho]es such as Warm Mineral Springs took on a significant role as watering
holes for the local fauna and humans. Although this increased emphasis on the springs as a
water source would have increased its potentia] for accumu]atiag vertebrate remaias  Haynes,
]9g5! f««purposes « this paper it is also important to note how changes of the water ]eve]
in the spring would have affected the preservation of accumulated organic remains. Current
estimates place the water level of the spring 3p m ]ower during glacial maximum. One
consequence of the fluctuating water level was a shift in the positions of contact betweea air
and water and between aerobic and anaerobic water within the sinkhole relative to the
fossiliferous deposits. Organic remains could accurnu]ate aa projecting ledges subaerially and
subsequently become submerged by the rising water of the springs, first being submerged ia
aerobic water and subsequently placed in anerobic conditions. In contrast; the debris cone
was never subaeria]ly exposed and has been maintained under relatively constant anaerobic
conditions and temperature.

Indicatioas of changes in preservation and evidence of subaerial exposure as opposed
to continuous immersion are important factors in the interpretation of the history of the springs
and the surrounding environment, especially with regard to the potential destruction of
specimens and resulting loss of information. Recognition of the position of the springs' water
level and corre]ation with the areas of acciimu]ation of faunal and floral materia] at that time
provides some indication of the relative degree of aridity to which the plants aad anima]s were
subjected. A]though this source of information will not be available ia all submerged sites, it
is another source of information regarding the c]imatic or environmental conditions that were
to/erated by some of the extinct species found in the spring.

The vertebrate fauna so far recovered from the spriags proper consists of 48 genera
 Pab]e 2!, of which only two are extinct. These are Jefferson's Ground Sloth, Megalonyx

jeff ersonii, and the sabertooth cat, Srnilodon fatalis. 'Ae remains of both the ground sloth and
sabertooth were found at Feature 30 on the 13 m ledge. Additional remains of both species
have been reported from the springs but lack provenance. Land excavations next to the spring
have recovered remains of a lama, horse, aad proboscidean, none of which have yet been
recovered from the springs proper. ~ith regard to preservationa] aspects of the site only those
animals recovered from within the springs will be considered. Emphasis will be placed on the
ground sloth, Megalonyx, as an example of how submerged sites can contribute toward our
understanding of the paleoecology of an extinct species.

Sediments on the 13 m ledge can be divided into three zones. The uppermost zone is
recent organic subaqueous muck composed main]y of algae and fi]amentous sulfur bacteria.
Be]ow this layer are bedded organic deposits formed most]y by leaves aad other plant material.
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Wis zone also contains large numbers of small vertebrates and dates from 9 to 11,000 years
B.P. The lowest zone of the Pleistocene sediments is composed of clay and decomposed
limestone. It is in this lowest zone that the retnains of the ground sloth and saber cat are buried
 Cocltrell and Murphy, 1978!. In addition to the bone, pieces of wood are intermixed in the
lowest deposit. This lowermost zone is in direct contact with a Miocene clay.

Preservation of the ground sloth and the sabertooth cat suggests that at the time of their
deposition the ledge was exposed and dry. Although remains of the two species were recovered
in close proximity, differences in preservation suggest that their accumulation on the 13 m
ledge represents two separate events.

'Ihhle 2. Warm Mineral Springs Fannal Ust

Class Ostcichthyes
Order Silnriformcs

Family Ictalnridae - Catfish
1~ cf. c»nts  White Catfish!
ktufnnrs cf. pincfatns  Channel Cathsh!
ktnkum sp.

Order Perciformcs

Family Ceatrarehidae - Sunfish

cf. Pirnnruis  Crappie!
cf. Mieeprertrs  Bass!

Class Amphibia
Order Anura

Family Bufonidae - shads

Bu jo rcrresrris  Soiithern %bad!
Family Ranidae - Frogs

Run» caresbieuna  BaNrog!
Ran»  small s pccics!

Order Urodeta

Family Sircnidae - Sirens

Siren sp,  Siren!
Class Rcptilia

Order Chclonia

Family 'Ibstndinidae - Pond 'Ibrtles and Tortoises

Deirocheiys redadarQ  Chicken Artie!
Grryscrnys scampi»  Pond Slider!

Family Chclydridae - Snapping %irtlea
Oiekfyr» serpenan»  Snapping Turtle!

Famly Kinosternidae - Musk aad Mud 'Ibrtles
JQnoslernon sp.  Mud Turtle!

StenroAcnrs od0rrrrrrs  Mnsk Turtle!
Family 'IIrionychidae - Soft Shelled Ibrtles
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1hhlc 2 Continued

Tnonyr ferox  Florida Softshcll Tbrtlc!

Order Squamata

Family Colubridse - Constricting Snakes
Elaphe sp,  Rat Snake!
Werodia Sp.  Water Snake!

FaIniiy CrotaMae - J4rtiesnakes

CIotutus udarnanleus  Eastern Diamondback Rattlesnake!
Sistrurus miliurius  Pigmy Rattlesnake!

Order CrocodiTia

Family Crocodylidac - Alhgators and Cremes

Alligator mississippiensis  American Alligator!
Class Aves

Order Pclccaniformcs

Family Phalacrocoracidae - Cormorants
Phalacr ocarur aurr'rus  Double-crested Cormorant!

Order Ciconiiformcs

Family Ardeidae - Herons
lanka herodius  Great Blue Heron!
medium size species

Order Falconiformes

Family Accipitridae - Hawks
Butea jamaicensis  Rcd-tailed Hawk!

Family Falconidae - Falcons
Pbl~ @hunch  Crested Car scar a!

Order Galliformcs

Family Phssianidac - Pheasants and Bobwhtcs
Canus virginianur  Northern Bobwhite!

Faruily Phasianidae
Meieayis guiiopauo  Turkey!

Order Greiiformcs

Family Rallidae - Rails
G~ chortrpus  Conunon moorhen!

Order Strigiformes
Family Vytonidac - Barn Owls

7/to aiba  Common Barn Owl!
Order PtLuuuiformcs

Fanuly Corvidac - Crows and Jays
Corvus brachyrtryncos  American Crow!

Family Ictcridac - Black Birds and Gracklcs
Qrdscaihs major  Boat-tailed Grackle!

Class Mamnmtlia

Order Marsupiaha
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'nible 2 Centtnwd

Fainily Di3elphiidae - Opossmns
Didclpfus virginiarur  Virginia Opossum!

Order InsoWmn

Sixicuhe - Shrews

Gyproas pane  Least Shrew!
Runily 'Mpidae - Moies

Scalepus uipurticus  Eastern Mole!
Order Ã~arthra

Runily Mcgalonychidm - Medium $ized Ground Sloths
McIn4nyr jcfcraeriu  Jefferson's Ground Sloth!

Order Prmates

Family Hominidae - Humans
Homo sapiens  Modern Man!

Order Lagomorpha
Family Lcporidac - ~

Syviliiiius sp.  Cottontail!
Order Rodcutia

Fhnuly Sciuridae - Squirrels
Scwlus ccLFUAllcnsis  Eastern Gray Squirrel!
Gluucomps w4uLr  Southern Flymg Squirrel!

Fanuly Cricetidac - Field Mice and Voies

Neojibcr uilcei  Round-tailed Water Rat!

&yxomys pulustris  Marsh Rice Rat!
Sjynodtar hispidus  Cottonrat!
Ncotorrur floridunu  Eastern Woodrat!
Rtymyspuictorum  Pine Vole!

Runily Geomyidac - Pocket Gophers
 Southeastern Pocket Gopher!

Order Cariuvora

Fanuly MusteMae - W~ Skunks and Otters

Lute ciuurdcnsis  River Otter!
Family Canidae - Dogs, Foxes and Wolves

Grtus sp.  wolf size!
Fanuly Procyonidac - Racers aud Rial Cats

Plocyon lotor  Raccoon!
Family Fehdae - Cats

Fclis coecolor  ~!
Smdodorr furalir  Sahertooth Cat!

Order ArtiorLtctyia

Cervine - Deer, Hk and Moose
Odocoil'cus virgiruaaus  White-tailed Deer!
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The skeleton of the ground sloth is that of a juvenile or subadult. This age determina-
tion is based on the absence of fusion of the epiphyses of the limbs. Although not yet fully
excavated, enough has been uncovered to indicate that the skeleton is not fully articulated.
For example, both maxillae have separated from the braincase along their sutures. Yet the
majority of the skeleton that has been uiicovered is in correct relative positions with little to
no mixing of anterior and posterior skeletal elements, suggesting there was minimal post-mor-
tem disturbance of the skeleton prior to buriaL As the skeleton is that of a juvenile or young
adult most of the skeleton is not fully ossified, yet bone preservation is good with little sign of
weathering. One indication of post-inortein modification is rodent gnawing on the distal end
of a fibula.

The skeletal remains of the sabertooth cat, Smiladon fatahs, are of an adult. In contrast
to the sloth its bones are scattered. The degree of scat ter is not great and is less than a meter
in distribution. Whereas it appears that the sloth skeleton is relatively complete, only a handful
of Smilodon bones have been recovered so far. None of the bones was closely associated or
suggestive of being in its original anatomical relationship. The maxilla fragment had beeii
broken froin the skull, the edges are weathered and the surface is pitted. The upper canine
was found separate from the maxilla. All indications are that the skeleton of the sabertooth
cat had lain exposed on the 13 m ledge for a longer length of tiine than that of the sloth.

Other vertebrate remains are usually recovered as isolated bones, although accuinula-
tious representing single individuals are occasionally found. Small bones are easily scattered
by scavengers such as opossums or raccoons, both of which are cominon in deposits on the 13
m ledge and may account for the degree of disarticulation seen. Small bone accumulations
could also be the result of accumulations below roosts of raptors such as the barn owl  Tyto
alba! or red-tailed hawk  Buteo jamaicensis!. Isolated larger bones may be the result of
partially decomposed carcasses floating onto the ledge. Proper interpretation of the modes
of accumulation requires the utilization of many of the taphonornic techniques that have
recently been developed before a full understanding of the site is possible.

So far the only vertebrate coprolites recovered that have been identified are alligator.
Other sinaller coprolites have been recovered but their source has not yet been determined.
The presence of a wide size range of coprolites, however, suggests that the spring provides the
preservational potential for coprolites or dung of extinct species. Additional excavations,
especially in the debris cone, will be needed to confirm this potential.

The invertebrate fauna so far recovered consist of gastropods, both terrestrial and
freshwater, and ostracods and freshwater molluscs  % A. Cockrell, pers. comin.!. No com-
prehensive studies have been done on the ostracods, and the faunal list for the gastropods
 Table 3!, taken f'rom Clausen, er aL, �975!, should be considered as a prelimiiiary one.

Plant material, both macrobotanical and pollen, is preserved in the sediments. Mac-
robotanical remains include intact bud scales, small twigs, fruit fragments, leaves, seeds, and
wood as was noted by SheMon �976! and Sheldon aiid Cameron �976!. The variety of parts
preserved reflects the unusual preservational qualities of the site. Only limited work has been
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done on ~lien from the spring. Pollen from the sediments of Mne 2 near Burial l were
an ~ >y 11g 110d y IGng  no gate! and so post-date the ground sloth and sabertooth cat. A tentative
fior~ list for the site 8 prodded tn Table 4. All of the botanical materia] studied so far h
come from the 13 m ledge.

The sediments on the 13 m ledge preserve a variety of organic remains and represent
a long period of deposition. As expected, the species composition of the flora ~d f
changes through time and not all of the species preserved in the deposits were conte~
poraneous with the sloth. In order to gain greater insight into the paleoecology of the sip+
is now necessary to identify plant species in direct association witk the sloth pQ the l3 m ledge

'ihtde 3. Fossil Gestropods lrnas%aras Miacnd Spcintts  modi5cd frose Ctanscn, ii
aed Wesolawaly t97S!

Order Mcsogastropoda
Family Hydrobiidac

Hckobage docirria Tbompson

PJrro+phoKNS pfoijmnchis Thompson
Order Bassommatophora

Family Planorbidac

Phmort~v trivohis iatcrtcsta  Jcifreys!
 ori~ listed as Hcliosomrr iriwAis!
Physio cabeais  Pfciffer!
 o~ listed as Physc coheir!

'Ihbk 4. Fossil Plants from Wana Mineral Sptisigs

P indicates a taxon rcprcscntcd by police, M indicates identification of a tason based on mac o
material. Data from Shcldon and Camcron, 1976; She!don, l976; King, n.d. and Clauscn et aL, i975.

Class Filicincac

Order Filicalcs

Family Pckjpodiaccac - Fern ~
77iefJprcrrc riomralis  shield fern!

Class Gymnospcrmac - Conc Plants
Order Finales

Family Pinaccac - Pine Family
P&ucs  pine!
P. eSorii  Slasb Pine!

Family Jnnipcraccac - Jimipcr Family
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'Ihble 4 Continued

Juniperas/Tasodiurrr  cedar/cypress!
Taxodiurrr  cypress!

Class Angiospermac - Seed-pod Plants
Order Pandanales

Fainily Typhaccac - Cat-tail Family
Typha  cattail!

Order Graminales

Fanuly Gramineae - Grass Family

Order Posies

Family Cypcraccac - Sedge Family
Order Arecales

Family Arecaceae - Pahn Family
Palmatac

Sabal palmetto  Cabbage Palm!
Order Liliales

Family Iiliaceac - Lily Family
Order Jughmdales

Family Juglandaceae - Walnut Family
Gvyu  Hickory!

Order Salicales

Family Salicaccac - Willow Family
Salir  Wdlow!

Order Fagtdes

Family Corylaccae - Hazd-nut Family
Osriya / Carpinus  Hornbeam!
Coryhs  Hazelnut!

Family Bctulaccae - Birch Family
Be'tula  Birch!

Family Fagaccae - Oak Fanuly
Quereits  Oak!

Q. viqpniarta  Live Oak!
Q. laurifolia  Laurel Oak!

Order Urticales

Family Artocarpa - Mulberry Fanuly
Norns  Mulberry!

Family Ulmaceae - Ehn Family
Uhnus  Elm!
Curtis  Hackberry!

Order Chenopodiales
Fanuly Chenopodiaceac - Goosefoot Family
Family Phytolaccaceae - Pokeweed Family
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P+oeuccn rrIjda  Pokeweed!
Order Papaverales

Papaveraceac - Poppy Family
Family Cruciferae - Mustard Family

Order Rosa'

Ruuily Hydrangeaceac - Hydrangea FIimily
Phifadefptuss  Syringa!

Family Altingiaam - Sweet~ FIunily
liqdduelw - Sweet~

Order Sapinchiks
Spondiaccac - Sumac Family

Rhus  Sumac!
Family Aquifoliaceae - Holly Family

lier  Holly!
Order Rhamuiks

F'rangulaccac - Buckthoin Family

Ncunvuss  Buckthorn!
Fanuly Vitaccae - Grape Family

Anrpelopsis arbotea  Pepper-Vme!
Order Malviiks

Family Tihaceie - linden Fauuly
7Mu  Bassiieod!

Order Hypcricales

Family Hypericiiceae - St. John's Wort Family
HJpericum  St. John's Worts!

Family Violaecae - Viokt Family
Hakr  Viokts!

Order Myricaka
Myricaceac - Myrtk Fanuly

Afyricu  Myrtk!
Order Anunialcs

Family Nyssaeeac - Dogsmxl Family
Nyssu  Gum!

Fauuly Umbcllifcrac - Carrot Family
Order Ebenales

Famly Kbcnai~ - Ebony ~

Diaspyios  Pcrsimmous!
Order Okaks

Fanuly O~ - Olive Family
Fnuinus  Ash!

Order Asdcpiadaks
Family Asdepiadaceae - M~ Family
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'lhblc 4 Coatlaual

L~ia mariana
Order Potcmomalca

Family Borragiaaccac - Borage Family
Order Carduaica

Family Ambrosiaccac - Ragweed Family
Arnbrvsia type  Rawpvecd!

Family Carduaccac - Thistle Family
Aeensisia  Sagebrush!

As can be seen, submerged sites with anaerobic conditions such as Warm Mineral
Springs have the potential of providing the variety of information needed to provide much of
the basic information required to interpret the ecology of an extinct species. The preservation
of unaltered bone permits analysis of the skeleton at both the gross and chenucal level.
Additional information is provided by the associated fauna, both vertebrate and invertebrate.
Interpretation of the local vegetation is possible by utilizing both tnacrobotancal specimens
and pollen, while the sediment types provide details of additional parameters. A comprehen-
sive understanding of the site will require the utilization of standard techniques as well as new
technology from many disciplines. The wide range of preserved biological materials demands
an interdisciplinary approach, and only by utilizing such an approach will a fuller and more
realistic understanding of ancient envirottjnents be achieved.
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DIVING IN SUPPORT OF AN UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC
INVKSTIGATION IN A VERY SHALLOW WATER,

NEARSHORK ENVIRONMENT

James M Piper
Applied Research Laboratories

Me University of Texas at Austin
P. O. Box 8029

Austin, TEXAS 78713-8029 U.S.A.

An underwater acoustic egreriment was conducted from the La Jolla pier at 7'
Scripps Irk~ion of Oceanography, The University of Califorrua at San Diego.
The obj ective was to study environmental characteristics affecting sonar perfor-
mance in very shallow water. Ambient noise and acoustic backscatter data were
coNected using a set of three transducers mounted on a 7ft tripod assembly weighing
500 lb in water. Theassembly was @os@oned 100 ft north of the pier at a depth of
20 ft. Divers were an integral part of this expenment throughout. Divers' tasks
included the deployment, maintenance, and recovery of the tripod assembly, and
the placement of targets  glass and fluid-filkd sphenes! at various locations. An
Orcatron wireless underwater communications urut was utilized during certain
portions of the diving operations.

INTRODUCTION

Applied Research Laboratories  ARI UT! is an organized research unit of Me
University of Texas at Austin which conducts basic and applied research and developtnent in
the areas af underwater acoustics, electromagnetics, and cotnputer engineering. The major
emphasis is on underwater acoustics. The laboratory has supported a research dive team for
25 accident free years. The dive team provides support for various underwater acoustic
experiments and maintains the in-house acoustic test tanks and the testing facility at Lake
Travis. On occasion the dive team provides diving support for experiments at remote sites.
This paper describes the participation of the dive team in an acoustic experiment and also
discusses the problems associated with diving in nearshore shallow water environments.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The objective of this experiment was to study sonar performance in a very shallow water
environment with an emphasis on the collection of ambient noise and backscatter data. The
experiment was conducted during the month of July from the pier of Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, La Jolla, Cahfornia  Figure 1!. The pier is 1200 ft long and rises 37 ft above
the water surface, and is oriented roughly east-west. The surface support electronics were
housed in portable buildings 220 ft from the end of the pier. The experiment equiprnertt to
be positioned on the bottom consisted of a steel tripod with leveling adjustments on each leg,
and a remotely operated rotation canister with an attached transducer assembly positioned oa
top of the tripod. The mounting unit for the rotation canister was designed to allow the rotation
canister and transducer assembly to be rotated 90, from vertical to horizontal. The transducer
assembly consisted of a receiving array, covering the band from 20 to 600 kHz, a circular
projector for frequencies of 15~ kHz, and a rectangular projector for frequencies up to 80
kHz. The tripod and attached electronics weighed approximately 500 lb in water, stood 7 ft
tall, and measured 6 ft across at the base. The tripod assembly was cabled to a receiver unit
housed in the portable buildings on the pier via coaxial cables encased in air-filled Tygoa
tubing. Acoustic targets were three 10 in. glass spheres separately encased in a 5/16 in. nylon
mesh monofilament cast net, and two 6 in. fluid-filled metal spheres. Each glass sphere was
approximately 10 lb positive in water and each metal sphere was 3 1b negative. Targets were
placed 120 to 300 ft from the transducer assembly.

EQUIPMKNT DEPLOYMENT

The study site was selected in order to meet specifications for this experiment. An area
that was relatively level, smooth, and free of debris, roughly 20 ft deep and located 100 ft f'rom
the pier on the north side was selected. louie water conditions at the study site varied during
the month long experiment. The visibility ranged from 3 to 30 ft and the water tetnperature
ranged from 152 to 222'C. A 2-3 ft swell was persistent throughout most of the month and
little to no longshore current was present.

Once the area was chosen, a swim line was positioned along the bottom from the pier
pilings to the deployinent site. Divers entered and exited the water from a stairwell positioned
at the north side of the pier near the overhead bridge crane. The line was then anchored with
a 4 ft auger and marked with a buoy. The tripod assembly was deployed over the side of the
pier by the bridge crane and set on the bottom. To facilitate this operation a set of variable
buoyancy canisters were attached to the top of the transducer assembly. With these canisters
in place the tripod assembly was only 25 lb negative in water. Due to the design of the
experiment it was necessary to deploy the equipment with the instrument cables attached,
The use of the agon tubing made the cable almost neutral so it did not add significantly to
the weight of the tripod, though it did add to the handling problems, mainly due to the increase
in drag.
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Once the tripod was on the bottom it was disconnected from the crane and moved into
position. This was accomplished by two divers lifting the tripod and carrying it approximately
200 ft to the buoy marker. Another diver was tasked to shepherd the instrument cable as the
tripod was being moved into position. Orientation and alignment of the tripod was done by
compass. Once in position the flotation was reinoved and returned to the pier.

The configuration of the transducer assembly created a large sail area so at this point
it was necessary to place additional weight on the tripod to stabilize the assembly and to reduce
its movement due to surge and breaking waves. Approximately 600 lb of 2 in. thick steel plate
cut into six triangular pieces were moved from the pier via a 1000 lb lift bag and placed at the
base of the tripod inside its frainework. The tripod was then leveled using the leveling device
incorporated on each tripod leg. Level indication was provided by a bull's eye level indicator
located at the rniddle of the rotation canister housing.

Divers then proceeded to anchor the instrument cable along the bottom. A 700 lb steel
block was positioned 30 ft out from the pier and between this block and the tripod,4 ft lengths
of 1 in. steel rigging chain were wrapped around the instrument cable every 8 ft. From the
steel block to the top of the pier, where the instrument cable reel was positioned, a 1/8 in.
stainless steel cable was run out. The instrument cab1e was secured to the steel cable from the
steel block to the pier railing with nylon cable ties.

The operation of the transducers and rotation canister were tested top-side, and then
the acoustic target field was put into position.

Two additional swim lines were positioned from the tripod, one extending out 300 ft
toward the shore and the second placed 150 ft out from the tripod to the north. Each line was
anchored at the end with a 3 ft auger. Two of the glass spheres were placed at the end of each
line and the third one was placed 120 ft from the tripod on the line pointing shoreward. The
two metal spheres were hung 1 ft below the glass spheres attached at the end of each swim
line. The sphere assemblies were moored to the bottom, via a 140 lb test monofilament nylon
line, to two 3 ft augers and a 10 lb lead weight. The monoflilainent cast net and line were used
because of their acoustic transparency, and the rnonofilament had enough strength ta survive
undamaged throughout the envirorunental coriditions experienced throught the experiment.
All targets and the tripod were marked by a small fishing float at the surface via a length of
monofilament line.

Deployment of the equipment and placement of the target field was completed in three
days, including a one day delay for poor weather conditions. Eight dives were required.
Removal of the equipment was done in reverse order and took only one day. In all, 28 dives
were performed in 14 days in support of this experiment.
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DIVER SUPPORT/ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS

Some tasks performed in support of the experiment included, but were not limited to,
daily inspection of the tripod and target field, removal of biofouling material  e.g., kelp,
barnacles, trash!, reorientation of the. transducer assembly from the vertical to the horizontal
position and back again, and numerous repositionings of the acoustic targets. Divers also did
extensive underwater pbotodocumentation and made many bottom sand ripple measurements
in and around the experiment site.

On several occasions divers used a wireless underwater coinmunications device made
by Orcatron Manufacturing, Ltd., of Vancouver, Canada. The "Scubaphone" proved to be a
valuable tool when surface personnel and divers in the water needed a realtime form of
cormnunication. Divers were tasked to make depth measurements and bottom observations
over the entire area where the tripod and target field were located �90 around the tripod
and 320 ft out!. Divers used a swim line and swam arcs of increasing radius out from the base
of the tripod. Every 30 ft or so, or when an irregular feature was discovered  e.g., scour marks,
rocks, dense vegetation!, the divers informed surface personnel of the type of feature found
and the depth. A small fishing fioat was then deployed to the surface where its position was
accurately measured by two Theodolites located on the pier. In this manner a very detailed
bathymetric map, including bottom features, was produced. The coinmunications system did
have one limitation. Divers discovered that the broadband noise produced by the surf arid
biologics in the area of the pier had a tendency to activate the system's automatic gain control,
thus making it difficult to use the scubaphone any closer than 35 ft from the pier.

Several minor problems encountered during the course of diving operations provided
insights into the special requirements for diving in shallow-water, high-energy environments.

In areas of strong surge, such as the breaker zone, divers need to work as closely to tbe
bottom as is possible and should align themselves parallel to the direction of the surge. 'Ihis
technique worked well in our diving operations, but the fitie sand suspended in the water ia
this area was found to decrease visibility and infiltrate the diving equipment. The Scubapro
A.LR. II "power inflater/safe second, used as an alternative air source by ARL:UT divers was
found to be sensitive to this sand. The regulators had a tendency to free flow when Gne sand
got in and around the diaphragm, and though the free flow condition was occasionally
bothersome, it did not negate the use of the A.I.R. H-.

Additionally because of the nature of surge, tending to move divers very rapidly in the
direction of the surge, divers had to be careful not to place themselves in a position where the
surge could impinge them upon objects such as the transducer assembly.

Finally, we found it useful to confer with personnel familiar with the experimental site,
gathering as much information as we could on the environmental conditions of the area and
obtaining suggestions on operational techniques. We found that these conversations ma-
tributed to the success of the ARLUT dive operation.
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A PRACTICAL AND EFFECTIVE MOORING FOR
CURRENT METERS IN SHALLOW-WATER,

HIGH CURRENT SPEED LOCATIONS

Pat'rick A. Pitts
Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institution

5600 Old Dixie Highway
Ft. Pierce, FLORIDA 34946 U.S.A.

An easily-constructed and inexpensive design for a current meter mooring for use
in shallow-water, high current speed locations is described. The system has been
used succ~lblly in tidal channels for over three years and appears to be a practical
and effective alternative in studies where strong current speeds would incline a
taut-line mooring with a subsurface float. Ae mooring consists of a concrete base
with four outriggers" for stability, a vertical aluminum "upright" of desired height,
and a delrin-steel ball swivel that allo~s the currentmeter to rotate with the current.
It is easily assembled underwater by divers and relatively light in weight to permit
installation and recovery by small boat.

INTRODUCTION

Approximately four years ago the physical oceanography program at Harbor Branch
Oceanographic Institution  HBOI! received a grant from NOAA to investigate water circula-
tion patterns in and around Looe Key National Marine Sanctuary in the Florida Keys. Part of
the research involved collecting current data from channels between islands north of the
sanctuary. These channels have characteristically strong tidal currents of approximately two
knots during maximum fioods and ebbs. Attaching a current meter to a taut-line mooring
would not have been appropriate since strong currents tend to incline the mooring such that
sampling occurs at various depths depending on the strength of the current.

The problem was to design a rigid mooring to secure a current meter at mid depth in
a relatively shallow �-7m!, high-velocity tidal channek The mooring design that solved the
problem consists basically of a concrete block with four outriggers for stability and a vertical
post of desired height with a swivel at the top that allows the current meter to rotate with the
current  Fig. 1!.
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MATER' 'S AND CONSTRUCTION

One of the considerations in designing the mooring was availability of materials. The
final design called for materials available at HBOI or nearby hardware stores to facilitate
construction. Concrete, polyvinylcbloride  PVC!, and aluminum pipe were used as foundation
materials, while stainless steel and delrin were used in the swivel assembly. The total cost of
one stand, including labor and materials was roughly $250.00.

Tbe most complicated portion of the stand is the swivel assembly  Figure I inset!.
Manufacturing the swivel requires a competent machinist but is not difficult. It has two main
parts: an aluminum pipe and a stainless steel pivot arm. The pivot arm is secured in the pipe
using two special delrin bushings. The top bushing has a spherical depression around its center
hole which receives a stainless steel ball weMed to the pivot arm. The steel ball and delrin
bushing ser ve as the low-friction pivot for the arm. A second delrin bushing 10 inches below
the first reduces side loading. Tbe vertical part of the pivot arm extending through this bushing
is kept in place with a cotter pin inserted into the arm through a service hole in the aluminum
pipe. The opposite end of the stainless steel arm extends upward and away from the aluminum
pipe at about a 20' angle from horizontal. The distal end of the arm is bent into a hook for
attaching the current meter.

Construction of the base and outriggers was also simple. A square-shaped wooden
form was made into which concrete was poured for the base. Holes were provided in each of
the four sides of the form such that 15 inch lengths of 2 inch inside diameter, 40 gauge PVC
pipe could be inserted before pouring the concrete. We four pipes would function as sockets
into which the aluminum outriggers could be inserted. After pouring, a fifth F VC pipe was
placed vertically into the concrete which would serve as a socket for the aluminum pipe  or
upright! holding the swivel assembly. The outriggers were made by placiiig the ends of four
6 foot lengths of 10 gauge aluminum pipe into individual disposable paper paint buckets Sled
with concrete. The inside diameter of the PVC sockets was only slightly larger than tbe outside
diameter of the outriggers' aluminum pipe and that of tbe swivel assembly's aluminum upright
to ensure a snug fit. The outriggers and aluminum upright were then secured to the base by
inserting PVC pins through boles drilled in tbe PVC sockets and aluminum pipes. The pins
were locked in place with plastic tie wraps.

The mooring has several desirable features. Firstly, the outrigger concept greatly
improves stability and reduces the needed size of the central block, Secondly, the mooring is
very portable since individual pieces are light weight. It can be easily deployed and recovered
using a small boat. Thirdly, it can be assembled underwater by divers in less than five minutes
 the FVC pins speed up assembly time signiTicantly!. Lastly, the cost of materials and labor
was very reasonable when compared to off-the-shelf moorings available through hydrographic
instrumentation manufacturers.
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The design has shown good durability. Soine of the moorings have been in the field
continuously for over three years yet the swivel assemblies still work like new. Also, experience
has shown that the moorings are appropriate for high wave energy study sites as well as the
high velocity locations for which they were designed.

CONCLUSION

In condusion, a unique hydrographic mooring has been developed for use in high
current velocity study sites. It is easily asseinbled underwater by divers, relatively light in
weight for portability, and inexpensive to inanufacture.
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ARE DIVERS DESTROYING THE GREAT BARRIER REEF'S
COD HOLE?

M J. Quinn
B. L. Kojis

Lizard Island Research Station
Private Mail Bag 37

Cairns, Queensland 4871, AUST'.IA

The Cod Hole is one of the best known dive sites on the Great Barrier Reef. It
harbors an assemblage of up to 16 potato cod  Epinephelus tuiculas!, each
weighing up to I00kg. The cod are exceptionally tame and eagerly wait to be fed
scraps by recreational divers.

In the last four years the nueuber of divers has increased dramatically. Although
the areais part of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, thereis no restriction on the
ruimber of boats, divers or the activities of divers. Divers commorrly attempt to touch
the cod and hold their tails for a ride.

During the black marlin season game boats entertain their clients on slow days by
dangling a tail roped tuna from the back of the boat. Thecods fight for the bait as
the crew tug the rope. In the process the fish inflict wounds on each other. The cod
who gets the bait incurs addi tional mouth and body darner in the resulting tug of
war. The wounds commonly leave scars.

To reduce anchor damage on the coraLs Pom increased boat usage, moorings were
installed. Concrete mooring anchors further diminish the beauty of this wilderness

LOCATION

16,000%m from the east coast of the US lies Australia's Great Barrier Reef. The reef
stretches 1,700 hn from the Tropic of Capricorn �3 S! to the Torres Strait north of Australia
�1 S! and lies between 10 and 100 km off the mainland. The reefs are accessible only by boat
or from reef fringed offshore islands.

Australia is almost the size of the United States, but has a population of only 17 million
people  US 240 million! - approximately five people per square mile. The northern most city
on the east coast of Australia is Cairns with a population of 60,000 people. It provides the
easiest access to the Great Barrier Reef.
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In 1984, the Cairns international airport was iinproved to accept flights from Japan aod
the US. Tourisin took off. Many of the tourists were divers interested in seeing the Great
Barrier Reef. The number of dive boats regularly visiting the reef out of Cairns increased frost
4 to 11. Larger, faster boats carrying up to 28 divers were constructed to take people to reeS
ever more distant from Cairns.

MSCOVERY

The Cod Hole �4 40'S, 145 40'E! was discovered in July 1973, by the famous dive
couple Ron and Valarie taylor. It is located 250 km north of Cairns, in a very small section of
reef  about 100 m in length! at the northern tip of Number 10 Ribbon Reef. At that time tbe
site was inhabited by an asseinblage of 25 friendly giant groupers  Epinephelustuladas!, schools
of sergeant majors  Abudefduf spp.!, gold lined sweet lips  Pkctorhynchus goldrnanni!, Maori
wrasse  Cheilinus ruukchtos! and inoray eels  Gymnothorax umhdatus!.

Australians call giant groupers potato cod. We will use the Aussie term throughout tbe
rest of the paper as the area is named after the potato cod.

The cod are the main attraction. They have grayish white skin with large uneven patches
of black. They are up to 1.7 m long and weigh 20 to 100 kg. The cod are naturally cautious, bsst
inquisitive. In an effort to draw the cods in closer, divemasters feed them food scraps. InitiaUJJ
only taking food scraps floating in the water, the cod soon learned to feed directly from the
diver's hand. Once one species learned the activity others followed. Now moray eels, coral
trout, Maori wrasse and snapper wait to be fed.

PROTECTION

In the late 1970's only 12% of the Great Barrier Reef was within the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park. This was in the most southern barrier reef waters near Heron Island. 'Ihe Cod
Hole remained unprotected.

On one of the Taylor's flrst encounters with the cod, a diver on the same boat as the
Taylors killed one of the cod by shooting a spear down its throat. Ron and Valerie were horrid@
by this act and vowed never to expose these fish to man again. They steered clear of the Cod
Hole for more than six years, never oiice divulging the secret of its location nor what 4y
beneath the surface. It was not until 1979 that they returned to the Cod Hole while shoo~
underwater footage for a Time Life television special. Despite their long absence, the cod
responded with enthusiastic friendliness.

As a result of the filming several skippers in the Cairns area learned of the location. Aa
the word spread boat skippers began bringing line and spear fisherpeople to the Cod Hole.
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The cod were hooked, reeled and slaughtered. By 1981, they had reduced the population to
less than 10 fish. The surviving cod had hooks dangling from their mouths or mouths severely
damaged by hooks that had wrenched away chunks of flesh.

Concerned that the cod at the Cod Hole would be wiped out by foolish fisherpeople,
Valerie Taylor successfully lobbied the members of the press, the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park Authority and Australian Government to protect the area. In late 1981, a Marine National
Park Buffer Zone was established in Cormorant Pass, which included the Cod Hole. People
were encouraged to "look but not take". Bottom fishing, spearing and collecting were
prohibited; trolling was still allowed. The cod were to some degree protected from fisher-
people, but not from divers.

INCREASED USAGE

In 1986, M.V Volare from the Lizard Island Lodge was the only dive boat regularly
visiting the Cod Hole. It visited on average 2-3 times per week with 2-8 divers. Most of the
divers were novices and spent an average of 30 minutes in the water. During the calm spring
season, October to Deceinber, occasional charter boats with up to 16 divers would dive the
site. The total number of dives per annuin would be around 400 - 500 representing 300 � 400
hours. That is about 1 diver hour per day.

Between March 1989 and June 1990, a survey of the usage of the Cod Hole was
conducted. We recorded an average of 1.2 boats per day with a conservative estimate of an
average of 10 divers per boat. The nuntber of boats and seaplanes at the Cod Hole was the
greatest from late September to December. Were was a mean of 5.5 boats per day. This is
nearly three times the number of boats visiting at other times.

Divers on the Cairns based dive boats were generally more experienced and did two
dives on the Cod Hole. Assuming the dives averaged 45 mmutes a total of 6570 hours were
dived. To this add 650 diver hours for M V Volam divers and you get 7220 diver hours per year.
'Hat is a mean of 19.7 diver hours per day. An 1&00% increase in human contact hours
underwater for the cod in less than four yearsl

The Cod Hole is limited to about a hundred meters of reef. Although it was never
noted for its coral  percent live hard coral cover 20-35%  Ayling and Ayling, 1984!!, the
increased boat frequency noticeably scarred large&rites bommies and broke off and damaged
smaller Acropora colonies. In 1988, Queensland National Parks positioned four large  ! 2 sq
m! and four small  approximately 1 sq m! concrete blocks at the Cod Hole to serve as anchors
for inoorings. However, only two of the four large boat moorings are near the preferred area
for the cod. When boat nutnbers are up and the weather is good, boats unable to obtain a good
mooring will anchor near the Cod Hole, again causing coral damage. The concrete mooring
anchors further diminish the aesthetic beauty of this wilderness area.
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RESEARCH

In March 1989, we started a monitoring program with the divemasters  Mark Nissezm,
Belinda Morris and Tony Carroll! of the M.V Volare. On trips to the Cod Hole the dive masters
would complete a form with various questions recording individual fish presence, number of
select species and number of boats and divers. This was supplemented by dives where we wouM
photograph the fish and observe their behavior.

Individual cods, Maori wrasses and moray eels could be identified by scars, marks ia
fins, behavior and coloration. Some of the cod were more habituated than others and were
named. One was called Cuddles because it liked to be touched. Another with an obvious piece
missing from the dorsal region of the caudal peduncle was named Mr. Munchback. Scarface
is obvious. The Sheik had a scar on his side and was followed by a school of small, golden jacks.
Needles had a damaged lip and its teeth visible. A buinp was obvious ori the head of Bumpy.

The biggest Maori wrasse was nained Mr. Green Jeans. Up to four Maori wrass woold
come around. Moray eels were labeled Merlin  the largest at 2 m with a scar on left side of
face!, Cinderella  white spot on left of body! and Sneaky  smallest and most cryptic in
behavior!.

A total of 75 trips were recorded from March 1989 to June 1990. There was a mean of
9.5  standard deviation 3.2! cod on each trip. The total numbers of cod present ranged from 2
to 16. There was no significant difference in the mean number of cod present from March-
June 1989  mean 8.7 cod! and March - June 1990  9.6 cod!. The numbers of Cod present appear
stable.

There was a significmit negative correlation between the nutribers of cod and the
number of boats present. The more boats present, the fewer cod recorded. It is probable that
with more boats the cod are dispersed among the boats' dive groups and not seen by the
recorders although present in the area. At subsequent times when M.V Volare was the oniy
boat or only one other boat was present, the numbers of cod increased. Consequently, detailed
temporal variation in the population numbers would be difficult to interpret and was not
attempted.

Individual cod were not always present. Cuddles, a favorite at the survey start was never
observed after June 1989. Mr. Munchback was a cornnion denizen until December 1989. He
returned in June 1990 after being away for 6 months. Scarface was coinmonly there appearing
in 53% of the samples. Bumpy and Lumpy appeared in June 1989 and were present more thaa
80% of the observations since then.

Where do the cod go when they are not in the shallow waters? The Cod Hole is on the
edge of an important channel between the lagoon and the Coral Sea. Swimming down to 30
m you commonly see single cods. Unfortunately, the cod at 30 m will never let you approach
close enough for identification so we are unsure if they are the same individuals that inhabit
the shallow water of the Cod Hole. Individual cod are occasionally seen around the front of
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Number 10 Ribbon Reef. Solitary cod have been observed at other adjacent reefs, but do not
behave or have wounds or marks like the cod at the Cod Hole.

The Maori wrasse, Mr. Green Jeans, was nearly continuously present being seen on
89% af dives. The eels Merlin, Cinderella and Sneaky were there nearly half the time �9%,
40% arid 47% respectively!; an average of 1.9 eels per trip. The number or Maori wrasse and
moray eels significantly increased during the overlapping months of the study �.2 to 2.9 wrasse;
0.9 to 1.8 eels!

Although a lot of scrap fish and food wastes entered the water, there were remarkably
few sharks. Black tip reef sharks  Carehakinus melanoptencs! �.5 m to 1.5 m long! were the
most cornrnon. There was a mean of 1.2 sharks per dive. On 49% of the dives no sharks were
seen. Generally, the sharks observed were not associated with the cod feeding, but were located
about 50 m away near a natural gutter between coral formations. Valerie 'Ihylor has observed
3 cod and several sharks feeding siinultaneously at Osprey Reef 90 kilometers east of Lizard
Island. She hypothesized that when larger families of cod are found in an area, such as at the
Cod Hole, the cod function to keep the sharks away.

THE CIRCUS

In the October-November Marlin fishing season. game boats frequently moor at the
Cod Hole to entertain their clients on slow days. Tying a rope around a bait fish they tease the
cod and even cause them to jump out of the water. Frequently a cod will catch the bait and
play tug of war with the fisherperson. As the line does not contain a hook it is not technically
fishing and therefore not illegal. Occasionally the bait is partly swallowed and cannot easily be
released. Abrasive action has worn away part of the lip on Needles. Another favorite activity
is to tie off a large fish to the reef and watch the cod fight each other.

Most of the Cod Hole divers are inexperienced reef divers. On the dive boat they are
told that they are lucky to be able to dive one of Australia's greatest dives. They leave with no
further understanding of the natural order of the ocean. Instead they have witnessed a marine
circus where chaos reigns.

FISH WOUNDS

Many of the cods have scars or open wounds around the mouth and head. Some have
gashes that look like they were caused by propellors. Other wounds near the mouth look like
encounters with small hooks. Boats trolling through the Cormorant Pass and nearby waters
will sometimes hook a potato cod. Most cut the line and let the codgo. In some cases this only
means daniage to tbe cod's mouth and a hook and line dangling until the hook either rusts or
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is rejected by the cod. In other cases the struggle and position of the hook can cause severe
damage.

After feeding the cod, most divers want to touch the fish and hold on for a ride. 'Ibc
fish are covered with a mucus which protects them from bacterial infections and fouling
organisms. We suspect that frequent touching reduces the protection provided by tbe miicoiis
coating and directly places human associated bacteria on the fish. Natural wounds take longer
to heal and human induced sores may develop.

DIVER ACCIDENTS

Feeding the cod and eels, and playing tug of war using tail roped fish, has changed the
cod's and eels' behavior. ntis is especially noticeable in late September through December
when use of the Cod Hole is high. Often tbe cod become agitated during feeding, bumping
divers and fighting each other for food scraps. It was especiaUy at this tiine that divers had their
hands bitten by eels and cods. It did not seem to be ait aggressive act. It primarily occurred
while the aniinals were being fed and the hands were either grabbed along with the food or
were inistaken for food. Several divers have had injuries so severe that they had to be flown
to the hospital.

A hierarchy among tbe cod normally exists. Certain cod normally have first preference
for feeding. However, during busy periods this order breaks down and the fish will charge for
anything that looks like food. Most of the accidents occur in these situations.

Were has been one reported death attributed to the cod. Evidence of cod involvement
is highly circumstantial. An engineer on a dive boat was snorkeling alone while the rest af the
crew and passengers dived. At the end of the dive he was found dead in 10 in of water. He was
an experienced snorkeler and was known to snorkel dive to more than 10 in. He had been to
the Cod Hole many times before and was familiar with the local conditions and fish. An autopsy
on the body in Cairns found a bump on his head and small punctures in bis skin.  Cod have
thousands of minute needle sharp teeth 2 mm long.!

'11ie coroner concluded that he was drowned by a cod. It was hypothesized that while
snorkeling a cod had grabbed him and beld him under long enough for birn to drown. No
motive was given. No arrests were made.

The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority is currently reviewing the zoning of this
part of the reef  GBRMPA, 1989!. Its new zoning plan calls only for the removal of trolling
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from the general area of the Cod Hole. It does not put any speciTic restrictions on diver
interactions with the Cod.

We would like to recommend the following restrictions:

1! The existing levels of diver/cod contact hours are already excessive on some days and should
be limited.

2! Divers should not touch the fish.

3! Feeding should be litnited to fish scraps heM in rigid containers, not plastic bags. Dumping
of kitchen wastes and other food scraps should be prohibited.

4! Provoking the cod or moray eels using rope tied bait should be prohibited.

5! Boats over 10m should be restricted from the Cod Hole. Larger boats should anchor
elsewhere and ferry divers to the Cod Hole.

6! The number of dive boats should be linuted to the number of moorings available at present.
No additional moorings be should deployed. Anchoring around the Cod Hole should be
prohibited.

The Cod Hole is one of the world's best dives. It is imperative that management
practices be implemented to preserve this wilderness area for divers in the next century.
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A DEVICE FOR SAMPLING SMALL-SCALE SPATIAL PATTERNS
OF CORAL EPIZOITES

Randy J RunneLr
Department of Oceanography
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College Station, TEXAS 77843 U. S. A.

Living coral colonies have long been known to harbor a variety of invertebrate as-
sociates. In addition to the decapod residents of branching corals, smaller motile taxa  e.g.
copepods, amphipods and polychaetes! may be found on coral colonies of any species. Current
knowledge of the community structure and dynarrucs of coral associates has largely been
limited by the absence of nondestructive sampling methods. The quantification of larger
associate taxa has historically necessitated the removal and destruction of the host corals.
Obviously, this approach is not suitable for extensive studies or monitoring programs. Studies
of smaller associates have been linuted to the capture of demersal taxa in traps suspended
above the host colonies. This approach is limited to the study of demersal species, and trapping
does not give information on small-scale spatial patterns. Many questions pertaining to coral
associate communities require equipment similar to devices used in studies of terrestrial
arthropods.

For the present study, a diver operated suction-type sampler has been devised to
remove coral associates from a twenty square centimeter area of living coral surface without
damage to the host colony. Water flow through the sampler is driven by an airlift connected
to the operator's SCUBA cylinder. The "nozzle" of the sampler is applied to the colony surface,
and a foam ring seals the area to be sampled while protecting the living coral tissue. Water is
filtered and drawn across the surface at a precisely-controlled rate to scour epizoites from the
surface. Up to six samples may be taken in succession by switching valves to different mesh
sample bags. The bags are easily changed underwater, so over thirty samples are often
collected on a single dive. Typically, one diver operates the sampler, and another archives the
samples. An additional diver is often useful in studies requiring extensive abiotic data or
randomization techniques. Random location of samples upon an area of coral surface can be
accomplished using a compass, plastic calipers and a table of compass and distance values.
When surfaces upon which the sampler operated were revisited, no evidence of damage to
the colonies was found. The sampler has proven easy to use in both back reef and high-energy
fore reef areas.

Present work is directed toward defining inajor physical influences on the small-scale
spatial patterns of the small associates of Montasrrea arvmlaris colonies. M. annidhrir colonies
on the fore reef area of Carysfort Reef, in the Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary, have
been selected as the host corals because of the similarity in shapes, sizes and orientations
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among colonies in this «rea. The colonies at this site are also well-suited for the present study
with regard to their sitnple dome-shaped growth form. Standard errors have indicated that,
given the variability observed to date, mnple sizes adequate for the questions of interest are
easily obtainable. In prelintinary samples, copepods and copepod nauplii associated with the
M; aruudaris colonies have been located on the eastern  i.e. sunward! sides of the colonies
during the morning and on the westward sides of the colonies during the evenings. Specific
taxonomic breakdowns of this phenomonen, as well as manipulative investigations of causative
factors are to be done. An investigation of the additional effects of water flow around the host
colonies on these spatial patterns of associates is planned, pending further small-scale charac-
terization of the flow patterns. Hopefully, the resulting understanding of physical influences
will lead to a reduction of sampling error in addressing more complex questions about the
composition and dynamics of coral-associated assemblages.

This sampler will not eliminate all need for coral removal in certain studies. 'Il!e
samp1er should complement coral removal and trapping data by providing small-spatial scale
samples of demersal and non-demersal taxa directly from coral surfaces. The sampler will
afford a better understanding of the presence and distributions of these taxa upon coral
surfaces as other investigators determine their possible roles in the trophic and mechanical
 e.g. mucus and sediment removal! processes at the coral surface. In addition to allowing the
investigation of a wider variety of questions concerning coral associates, satnplers might
eventually allow the use of these animals in monitoring environmental stress in reef system.
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TRAINING SCIENTIFIC DIVERS FOR ZERO
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East Carolina University  EC U! supports scienti jic diving programs in Marine
Geology, Marine Biology, Mantime History and Intercoastal Marine Resources.
Research objectives are sometimesfound in low or zero visibility waters, which can
subject divers to environmental and personal hazards. Ihe diving safety ofrrce
provides a training program through the use of a zero visibility obstacle course and
related skills that are designed to develop composure and skills for diving under
zero visibility conditions.

INTRODUCTION

Diving Safety Programs train and evaluate divers for a variety of conditions, of these,
zero visibility presents possibly the greatest challenge. Referred to as blackwater diving in
some circles and brownwater diving in others, zero visibility diving distinguishes itself from
limited visibility and night diving by a total absence of light and by rendering artificial lighting
useless. Zero visibility diving conditions magnify composure and skill problems present in
inexperienced divers, and can produce composure problems in experienced divers who are
competent under other circumstances. The total lack of light makes the use of the traditional
buddy system ineffective; underwater corrununication and navigation techniques must be
modified; and hazards such as entanglements, entrapments, lacerations and punctures become
more likely. Blackwater makes simple in water tasks such as checking psi and depth virtually
impossible by traditional means, and coinplicates the evaluation process of divers in training.
Diving safety personnel must safely evaluate divers' competence under zero visibility condi-
tions, identify and correct potential problems, and provide divers a learning experience so they
can recognize potential problems and recognize their limitations under blackwater conditions.

REVIEW OF SWIMMING AND DIVING SKILLS

Applicants for training in the ECU scientific diving programs must meet all training
requirements as outlined in the University Diving Safety Manual. Only after a reasonable
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level of competency in basic diving skills and technical knowledge have been demonstrated
can speciahzed training necessary to safely participate in blackwater diving be undertakea
Operating in total darkness inust be practiced to perfection. The diver must learn the
importance of self-discipline and be conditioned to react spontaneously and correctly to a
variety of situations.

Everyone is not suited for zero visibility diving as there are important and perhaps
critical psychological factors to be considered. The diver cannot be prone to panic, be easily
excited or have the slightest form of claustrophobia.

THE CONCEPT OF SOLO DIVING

In zero visibility ones' ability to navigate and orientate are greatly reduced. There is
a constant possibility of "happening" into a dangerous situation where extrication may be
difficult and sometimes impossible without the assistance of a stand-by diver.

Preparation for diving in zero visibility conditions requires some special considerations.
Besides the stand-by diver, an additional set of equipment and/or air sources should be readily
available in the event of entrapment and the diver being in danger of exhausting his/her air
supply.

In scientific diving, diving with a partner is required unless tethered with diver to
surface communication and other stand-by procedures are in place. Under zero visibility
conditions, it may be difficult to safely dive with a buddy and perform scientific work. It is not
the intent of this paper to promote or defend the concept of solo diving, but merely to train
divers to develop problem solving skills under zero visibility conditions. These conditioas
make caution, self control and self rescue more practical in many situations than relying oa
the traditional buddy team. Assistance should always be available, but we believe that the
confidence that is developed through the zero visibility training procedures presented here
will go a long way toward preventing a panic or crisis situation.

INTRODUCTORY SKILLS FOR ZERO VISIBILITY DIVING

To operate successfully under zero visibility conditions the diver must take into account
the effects of the water and must utilize special skills to accomplish tasks in zero visibility
conditions. It is important for the diver to develop the concept of "seeing" images by touching
or feeling. During the development of these skills, the diver should be aware of the probabiTity
of having to contend with coM water, currents, surges, entanglernents, restrictions, dangerous
inarine life and other harsh environmental conditions.
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In order to meet the objective of developing equipinent familiarity for working in zero
visibility, divers are required to successfully complete objectives related to removing and
replacing equipment with and without the aid of vision. To accomplish this a blind buddy
exchange is utilized. This skill not only develops equipment fanuliarity, but also helps to
develop coinposure for dealing with stressful situations. For the blind buddy exchange, two
divers share one set of equipment and swim to a designated area and then switch equipment
from one diver to the other.

The blind buddy exchange has proven to be an excellent drill for developing teamwork,
composure and the desirable skills required to deal with zero visibility conditions. Any drill
that assists the diver in this capacity is valuable. It may also be desirable to complete similar
drills whi/e using equipment other than Scuba, such as hookah or surface supplied. 1l'aining
should reflect the practical problem solving ability for use in a scientific diving program.

The only sure way of determining if a diver is suited for work in the blackwater
environment is actual exposure to zero visibility conditions. However, taking inexperienced
persons on a zero visibility dive as their first exposure is not the safest approach. Most divers
who balk at blackwater do so very early in a dive. Field conditions hmit safety personnels'
ability to anticipate and deal with composure problems which, if left unchecked, couM lead to
a panic state of life-threatening potential.

Blacking out the face mask in the skills previously tnentioned produces only limited
information as to the divers composure and problem solving abilities under stress. Although
safety personnel may properly monitor the divers this will do little to teach the diver skills
needed to safely dive in the blackwater environinent. To accomplish these goals a more
realistic simulation is required,

THE ZERO V1SIBILITY OBSTACLE COURSE

The Zero Visibility or Blackwater Obstacle Course is not a new concept. It has been
used as a composure exercise by emergency services diving teams throughout the country for
years. The idea is to present a diver with a series of problems that could be encountered under
zero visibility conditions then observe how the diver handles each obstacle.

A diver should have no prior knowledge of the obstacles to be encountered. Isolation
present in blackwater should be reinforced by advising the diver that no help will be given by
the observers unless the diver gives a predetermined distress signal.

The course itself can range in difficulty from a simple straight line with minor
restrictions and puzzles, to a complex maze of dead ends and difficult challenges. The order
of the obstacles and their difficulty are left up to the imagination of the persons supervising
the individual course. However, to be most effective the obstacles and tasks encountered by
the diver should simulate actual diving tasks and potential problems as closely as possible.
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Obviously, it is impossible to line the bottom of a pool with 2-3 feet of silt, mud and leaves;
but barring this limitation, an extremely challenging and informative exercise may be designed
at a very limited expense.

The following is an example of one version of a blackwater obstacle course:

The diver is brought to a staging area where the pool is not visible. The diver sets up
his/her equiptnent and receives instructions. Instructions are simple and include:

1. Emergency signals if the diver feels he/she is in trouble and needs help.
2. A statement that the diver is on his/her own and will receive no help unless there

is a life threatening problem.
3. The diver should move slowly, carefully, and think.
4. The obstacles encountered are real and the hazards simulate actual problems

a diver could encounter in blackwater.
5. No tools such as a knife may be used by the diver in the negotiation of the

course.
6. The importance of staying in contact with the guide line.
7. The diver may not bypass any obstacle and must follow the guide line as closely

as possible.
8. The diver can be designated as "dead" by the observer if his/her actions are

determined to be foolish and unsafe for the conditions encountered, or if the
diver does not meet any time or air limits set down as part of the scenario.

Other instructions wouM be task specific and would change as the tasks change from course
to course.

The diver then has his/her mask blacked out and is led to the waters edge. Blacking
out the mask is easily accomplished by stretching a bathing cap over the face plate. The diver
enters the water and is placed in contact with the guide line. This is the last contact the diver
will have with the safety diver/observer unless there is a safety problem.

In Figure 1, the diver is placed in contact with the guide line at station 1 where he/she,
is given a nuts and bolts puzzle to disassemble and reassemble. The diver must remove all of
the pieces of the puzzle and replace them in the original order. This task allows the diver time
to acclimate to a zero visibility environment while causing the divers' attention to be focused
on a specilc task

After reassembling the nuts and bolts puzzle the diver follows the guide line to the 5rst
obstacle of the course  station 2!. Here, floating line and rnonofilament are attached to a series
of metal benches or other stable objects. The floating line crosses the guide line in several
places and may entangle loose pieces of equipment and a diver not moving slowly and
deliberately.
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Station 3 is a plastic 55 gallon drum suspended in mid-water. The line runs through the
drum and back to the bottom of the pool. One end is cut out of the drum and is large enough
for an average size diver equipped with a single 80 cubic foot tank to enter with all equipment
in place. The exit end of the drum is cut so that it is slightly smaller than the entrance, a flapper
style door has been left attached. The drum should be stabilized by suspending weight from
the bottom of the drum. The obstacle is designed to test the divers' spacial sense, and if
necessary, the divers ability to manipulate his/her equipment by performing a mid-water ditch.

Station 4 is a shrimp or gill net stretched over a portable lifeguard stand and runiung
approximately 40 feet on the pool bottom. The edges of the net are weighted to anchor it.
There is enough slack in the net to allow it to bunch up upon itself. The guide line is stretched
so that it is centered in the net. The purpose of this station is to make the diver aware of the
fact that equipment arrangements used in normal open water diving may not be appropriate
under blackwater conditions. The station also provides an opportunity for the diver to develop
techniques to avoid becoming entangled, and reinforces the STOP, THINK, THEN ACI'
principle.

Station 5 is an anchor point for the guide line. The line shouM be wrapped several
times around the object so that the diver must trace its path.

Station 6 is a second plastic 55 gallon drum. The drum is weighted to keep it ori the
bottom of the pool. The guide line passes through a round flapper style door cut into one end
of the drum. The exit forms a rectangle with a western barroom type door cut into the side of
the drum. The path of the guide line requires a 90 degree turn to be made to exit the obstacle.

Station 7 starts as an archway of chicken wire and ends as a chicken wire tube. The tube,
although tight, is large enough for a fully equipped diver to pass through with gear in place.
The wire structure is weighted so that it offerers some resistance to movement.

Station 8 is an anchor point for the guide line.

Station 9 is the end of the guide line. At this point the diver may have been instructed
to surface, or as in the case of this illustration, the diver finds his/her objective; a weighted
plastic milk crate or bucket and a lift bag. The diver attaches the lift bag to the object and
raises it to the surface.

Station 10 is an obstruction to direct surface access. The obstruction should be large
enough so that the diver will need to search to find a way to the surface. Any floating object
positioned over station 9 and loosely tethered to hold it in position will work.

After the diver has surfaced the blindfold is retnoved and the divers' performance is
critiqued. The diver should then be given the opportunity to ga through the course again with
the mask unobstructed.
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This completes the first phase of the blackwater obstacle course training process. Phase
two of the process requires the obstacles in the pool to be rearranged and new instructions to
be given.

THE ADVANCED BLACKWATER OBSTACLE COURSE

As in phase one, the divers have no prior knowledge of the obstacles they may
encounter. 'Ibeir masks are blacked out and the divers are monitored by safety personnel.
Unlike phase one, this advanced obstacle course has no guide line to be followed, the divers
work as a buddy team in search of a specific object somewhere in the pool. All other
instructions are the same. In this scenario the divers are in control of their search patterns, a
situation simulating actual field conditions much more closely than phase one.

The divers inust maintain communication with each other while conducting their
search. They have to decide how to deal with the obstacles they encounter while ineeting any
time and air limitations placed on the buddy team for added realism. The divers must also
complete the assigned task while avoiding potential life threatening situations. With more
decision making freedom, the divers reactions in a given situation more closely resembles field
responses.

Due to the free form nature of this exercise, the simulation is as real as possible without
being under actual zero visibility conditions. Therefore, the observation and critique process
in this phase of training provides more realistic information to the observer and the diver.

As part of the critique process in both versions of the exercise, the diver should be
questioned about his/her perception of personal performance. Suggestions should be given
that will help the diver improve techniques, equipment arrangements and composure.

The purpose of this exercise is not to provide the diver with a false sense of infallibility.
Stateinents made by divers such as: "If this were real I would have taken my knife and cut my
way out.", must be dealt with at the time they are made. Divers with this attitude need to be
counselled to modify this thinking. This is done by pointing out the controlled nature of the
exercise and the unpredictability of zero visibility diving conditions, and by stressing the
avoidance of hazardous situations whenever possible.

During the exercise the observer s! inust maintain constant visual contact with the
diver. Special attention is to be paid to the divers air supply, composure and regulator
placement throughout the course. It is possible for a diver to become dangerously entangled,
dislodge his/her mouth piece and panic. The observer is expected to give the diver every
opportunity to negotiate all of the obstacles unassisted, while insuring the divers safety at all
times. These considerations are of supreme importance when designing and building aa
obstacle course. Obstacles from which a diver can not be quickly extricated or that do not
allow the diver to be easily accessed with air, have no place in this exercise.
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The blackwater obstacle course process is effective in providing information to both
the observer and the diver, as to the divers' skills, problem solving abilities, and composure.
It is not a substitute for actual blackwater diving experience, but it can produce a controlled
and safe introduction to the zero visibility environment.

OPEN WATER TRAINING FOR ZERO VISIBILITY

A good portion of the research conducted by ECU is in rivers, estuaries and sounds.
These areas offer excellent conditions for zero visibility exercises. Open water training
simulating Geld procedures for each scientific program is the next step in the training process.
This allows for a more realistic evaluation of the candidates.

It is customary for the training site to simulate actual fields conditions as closely as
possible. The ECU program is fortunate in having a wide variety of zero visibility sites
available which are dived regularly. This allows for a controlled exposure to actual blackwater
conditions. Barring the availability of a known dive site containing the training elements
required by an individual program, a suitable simulation may be created in actual blackwater
conditions.

SUMMARY

Anxiety and stress are the most serious conditions that a diver must contend with when
placed in compromising situations in zero visibility. Anxiety and its association with dangerous
diving conditions will effect awareness. Weltman �966! indicated that a person's response to
an environment he considers dangerous may involve a phenomenon called perceptual narrow-
ing, which is a reduction in the ability to assimilate sensory information from the environment.
Berkun �964! reported that in high risk environments subjects performed poorly and failed
to react to important stimuli.

According to Lehey �989! stress management is the ability to differentiate be tween a
problem and a crisis. The diver should also be equipped with problem solving skills, i.e., an
habitual response invo!virig taking time to define the problem and then attempting a solution
by:

1. Responding with behavior that attempts to resolve the problem.
2. Act on the recognition that if one solution does not solve the problem,

one moves to another solution.

Weltman's �968! most significant finding was that the advantage of the experienced
or trained diver was not in working faster, but in spending less time on non-productive
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activities. One can conclude from this that the experienced diver will be a safer diver in zero
visibility conditions.

It is generally accepted that practice or experience can help to develop a positive mental
attitude toward completing a task safely. 'Paining and experience will affect the way a diver
reacts to his/her enviroiunent and how well he/she can perform scientific tasks or remove
himself/herself from comproniising/dangerous situations. The procedures outlined here aUow
diving safety personnel to safely train divers for zero visibility diving conditions and provide
the diver the opportunity to develop the knowledge and skills necessary to be safe and effective
under zero visibility conditions.
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Hgurc l. One layout of a aero visibility obstadc course.
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Figure * Tbe net offers a spechf challenge to composure and problem-solving abHfties.

Figure 5. The %hlegree drum produces a variety of unique problero-solving tecbniques.

Figure 6. The «ire tube stresses proper equipmeat arrangement and slow, deliberate movetnenta.



METHODS OF MEASUREMKNT OF EXPLORATORY WELL

IMPACTS, OFFSHORE FLORIDA
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Six offshom oil well tests were dri7kd off Key West in the late 1950sand early 196Qs.
Two wells wem drdkd on coral bottom, two orc carbonate sand, and two on mixed
turtkgrass and gorgonian/sponge hani~bottom. After locating the sites with a proton
magnetometer, several underwater assessment methods were used to measure the
ecological impacts of drilling. Because of dgenng environments and bottom types,
no singk method was applicabk at every site.

An inexpensive proton magnetometer designed for wreck fmding proved invaluable in
locating the well sites, especially in areas of murky water. The wells had been drilled before
introduction of modern electronic positioning devices and had been positioned using standard
surveying techniques. To locate the well sites, the reported Iatitudeflongitude positions  Fable
1! were converted to Loran Tos and a large buoy was placed at each approximate location. A
grid search was run with the magnetometer, and diving on the sites, usually only with mask and
snorkel, enabled anomalies to be confirmed. AH sites were located in this manner because
several thousand feet of casing had been left in the earth. Magnetic anomalies produced by
the buried vertical pipe were so great that the wells were usually detected from as far away as
75 m.
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%hie 1. vthtl Site Data

OCS Lease Date Water Well

~~ Black Dri~ Rig type Depth  tn! Depth tn! 14aaee

2354 California Co.SL 1011 No. 2 13887.9 24'32.07 State 1961 Barge 5
437483 8Z0625' 1011

SL 1011 No. 3 13887.9 24'32N State 1962 Pontoon 5 3,917 California Co.

437483 82%6.25' 1011

SL 826Y No. 1 13905.4 24'37.05' State 1959 Unknown 5 4,481 Gulf Oil Corp.
43729.1 8202.14' 826Y

OCS 0665 No. 1 13845.7 24'27.06' OCS 1960 Jackup 11 4,662 Gulf Oil Co,
43826,8 ~L40' Block 28

OCS 0674 No. 1 13826,4 24'26,01' OCS 1961 Jackup 23 ~99 Gulf & Calif. Co
43867.9 8229.1S' Block 46

OCS 0672 No, 1 138098 24'25.13' OCS 1961 Barge 20 1,429 California Co.
43903 8736,02' Block 44

A 10-m-long chain with 1-cm links marked with tape every 10 cm was draped over the
bottom adjacent to the well bores. Corals, algae, and gorgonians lying beneath each tape mark
were identified and measured.

In an area of strong currents and poor visibility  SL 1011 Nos. 2 and 3!, eight 50-m-long
polyethylene lines, marked every meter, were attached to the area of the well site borehole
and stretched radially to form a "bullseye". The bullseye was constructed by attaching the Grst

At a coral reef site  OCS 0665 No. 1!, two 10-m square quadrats were marked off with
polyethylene line and all corals, gorgonians and macroalgae were measured and identified.
Chain transects were also run withilt the quadrats. Two identical quadrats were established in
a nearby control area.
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line and allowing it to trail downcurrent with the outgoing tide. Any impacts from pollutants
should have occurred along this path. A second line was placed in the opposite direction
 incoming tide direction!. The remainder of the lines fornung the bullseye were equally spaced
to form a pie diagram. Continuous underwater video transects, made above each line beginning
at the bullseye and running outward, simultaneously showed ineter marks and bottom type.
Thus, by counting the me ter marks, the distance to every change along the bottom was inapped,
Probing every 5 rn with a rod along each line provided data to construct a sediinent isopach
map.

Underwater video and still photographs were taken at all sites, and video films were
reviewed aboard ship. Video films proved useful for verifying and suppleinenting other data,
which were transferred from divers' slates and logged in a portable PC daily.

RESULTS

Measurable impacts at all sites were of mechanical origin and were limited to small
areas adjacent to the borehole. Impacts were judged to be positive and negative. Positive
impacts were limited to the "artificial-reef effect": abundant debris discarded at sites on
rippled sand was encrusted with corals and algae determined not to have been present before
drilling. Numerous species of fish and crustaceans resided ainong casing, cables, discarded
core, and other materials that had been routinely dumped overboard before enactment of OCS
dumping regulations.

Negative impact resulted where drill rig legs and anchors impacted coral bottom, and
at one site  SL 1011 Nos. 2 and 3; see Table 1!, the bottoin was altered when a barge load of
pea gravel was dumped to level the bottom. Approximately one acre of gorgonian and sponge
hardbottoin was destroyed by the gravel, which harbored a new community of fieshy algae. At
the same site, several dozen bags of cement had been piled over the well head. The hardened
cement bags supported eight species of corals and provided an artificial-reef habitat for at least
25 species of fish.

The severest and longest lasting impact occurred where a 14-legged jackup rig  site
OCS 0665 No. 1! drilled through a coral reef in 1960. In addition to the saiid-filled 4.5-m-
diameter "footprints," two ! 30-m-long anchor scars remain. The total amount of impacted
bottom is 406 m or approximately I/10th of an acre. Sand in the impacted areas has prevented2

coral and gorgonian recruitment for the past 30 years. However, diversity and numbers of
corals and gorgonians in a 10-rn quadrat bordering the borehole are the same as in a control
site 1 krn from the borehole. At another site  OCS 0672 No. 1!, where a floating rig was used
to drill on a coral reef, no positive or negative impacts could be detected.



have been initiallv impacted by drill mud and c�Although all s'tes y
evidence of effects cotff ld be detected in 1988- Beca~ irnpacb are largely rnechartical;t
likely that offshore we canNsh lls can be dnlled on sand bottom ~thorn a fe~ m

h provided there are no blowouts or other rnishapscausing lasting harm, provi
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